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Abstract—The clock skew, or the physical ticking rate difference between two digital clocks, has been revealed to have potential on serving as the device fingerprint for identification/authentication purpose. However, it remains as an open issue to detect clock skew replication behavior, which is realized by sending altered timestamps. In this study, it is confirmed that an attacker may fake any target skew with the error being no more than 1ppm in local network environments. Besides, it is also observed that the value of fake timestamps are affected by the time resolution of the attacker’s system clock. When the resolution is 1 ms or lower, a relatively large jump between consecutive offsets happens regularly, and the scale of each jump is theoretically the very time resolution of the attacker’s system clock. This characteristic is thus adopted to develop a filtering method such that the receiver is able to detect fake timestamps. When the periodical jumps are detected, the filter module abandons these jumps to recover the original clock skew. Experimental results on 15.6 ms and 1 ms time resolutions show that the developed method is effective to detect skew replication attacks, and the errors of the recovered clock skews are no more than 1ppm from the real skews of the attackers.

Index Terms—clock skew; replication attack; time resolution

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the essential supporting technologies for the upcoming Internet of Things era is identifying connected devices for services with security concerns. Apart from the cryptographic means, identifiable information like IP address, MAC address, and cookies are vulnerable to replication attack. Alternatively, a physical amount called clock skew is revealed to be unique to each device in parts per million (ppm) or higher precision and is thus appropriate to be used in device fingerprinting [1]–[3]. The skew of a digital clock is the frequency difference between the clock and true time, and the clock skew of a device to the measurer is the relative clock skew of the device. In this paper, only relative clock skew is discussed.

Although it is hard to alter the ticking rate of a digital clock, it is intuitive to fake a clock skew by slightly adjusting each timestamp such that the monotone-increasing time sequence proceeds in a stable yet different speed. Huang and Teng proposed a method to detect fake timestamps by asking the sender to change the sending period frequently [4]. However, their approach is limited to one-hop communications in wireless sensor networks (WSN) where the transmission delay variation is usually negligible. In a general, multi-hop network, the packet delay variation makes it much harder to determine if the received timestamps are origin ones or not.

In this research, a method is developed to help distinguish the fake clock skews from the real ones. This method utilizes the restriction that the timestamps have to proceed in unit of the system time resolution. According to this restriction, there exists error between the forged time and the target to fake in each timestamp, and the error accumulate as time passes. The sender, or the attacker, has to compensate the errors when the accumulated values become greater than the time resolution, and this behavior causes a periodical jump between consecutive timestamps. Since the scales of the jumps are theoretically the resolution of the attacker’s system clock, we can use this characteristic to develop a filtering method for the measurer to detect the fake timestamps.

In the following sections, we first demonstrate how an attacker can forge any clock skew by manipulating their timestamps to match the target skew. It is than explained in detail how to detect altered timestamps by detecting regular jumps when the system time resolution of the attacker be 1 ms or lower. Finally, experiments are conducted to verify that the proposed method is effective. The results also show that the recovered clock skews from the faked timestamps are very close (no more than ±1 ppm error) to the attacker’s origin clock skews.

II. HOW TO FAKE A CLOCK SKEW

To measure the relative clock skew of a device over network, the measurer M at first collects the timestamps from the target device T. For each received timestamp, an offset is calculated by subtracting the receiving time from the sending time of the packet. Fig. 1 shows the offsets collected in one measurement where the x-axis is the measurer’s elapsed time after receiving the first packet, and the y-axis is offset in unit of microsecond. Each blue circle represents one offset, and consecutive offsets are connected by blue lines. It is obvious that the lower bound of the offset set shapes in a strict line, and the slope of this line is the clock skew of the device. There are many sophisticated approaches [5]–[7] to derive the slope besides linear regression.
A. Timestamps and the Sending Interval

Now assume that the attacker $A$ knows the clock skew of $T$ to $A$: $s_{TA}$, and $A$ wants to replicate the clock skew of $T$ to cheat $M$. Every time one second passed in $A$, $1 + s_{AM}$ second passed in $M$. To make $M$ get $1 + s_{TM}$ instead of $1 + s_{AM}$, $A$ has to multiply the rate $r$ to the timestamps where

$$r = \frac{1 + s_{TM}}{1 + s_{AM}}$$

Let $t_1$ stands for the first timestamp, or the sending time of the first packet, then the $i$th altered timestamp $t'_i$ should be

$$t'_i = t_1 + r(t_i - t_1).$$

If $A$ does not know the value of $s_{AM}$, $A$ can approximate it by the following equation:

$$1 + s_{TM} = (1 + s_{TA})(1 + s_{AM}) \approx 1 + s_{TA} + s_{AM},$$

or $s_{AM} \approx s_{TM} - s_{TA}$. Since the absolute values of the clock skews rarely exceed 200 ppm [7], the productions of two clock skews are negligible here.

The weakness of this approach is that $M$ can easily defend from this attack by asking a fixed sending period $\Delta t$. Since the difference between two consecutive timestamps $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$ has to be $\Delta t$, $A$ cannot modify the value of $t_{i+1}$ without being detected anymore. The alternative way to fake the clock skew is to change the sending period to $r^{-1}\Delta t$.

For example, assume the attacker $A$ knows that $s_{TM}$ is 20 ppm and $s_{AM}$ is 200 ppm, and the measurer $M$ asks for 1 second sending period. It is clear that $A$’s clock ticks faster than $T$’s clock, which is still slightly faster than $M$’s clock. To fake $s_{TM}$, $A$ sends out timestamps but keep the difference between any two consecutive values 1 second. However, the real sending interval in $A$’s time axis is $1 \cdot (1 + 200 \cdot 10^{-6})/(1 + 20 \cdot 10^{-6}) \approx 1.00018$ seconds.

B. The System Time Resolution Limitation

Due to the computer system design, the above mentioned sending interval has to be in unit of system time resolution. This resolution is determined by the type of operating systems. For instance, it is 1 µs in Linux and Android systems, and the default time resolution in recent Microsoft Windows systems is 15.6 ms. However, users of Windows systems may change the time resolution to up to 1 ms via system calls.

Let $k$ denotes the system time resolution of $A$. If a process is programed to sleep for $\Delta t$ seconds to get the next timestamp, the real sleeping time will be $\left[\frac{\Delta t}{k}\right] \cdot k$ seconds. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that $k$ divides $\Delta t$. Similarly, when $A$ set the sending period to $r^{-1}\Delta t$ seconds, the real sending period becomes $\left[\frac{r^{-1}\Delta t}{k}\right] \cdot k$ second, though the fake timestamp only increase $\Delta t$ seconds each time. The error $e = r^{-1}\Delta t \mod k$ might be tiny, but it accumulates and will eventually affect the estimated clock skew. To compensate this issue, $A$ needs to decrease one tick for every $\left[\frac{1}{e}\right]$ rounds.

The following formula summarizes the real sending interval and the fake timestamps of $A$:

$$t_{i+1} = \begin{cases} 
  t_i + \left[\frac{r^{-1}\Delta t}{k}\right] \cdot k & \text{if } \left[\frac{1}{e}\right] \cdot i \\
  t_i + \left[\frac{r^{-1}\Delta t}{k}\right] \cdot k & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (1)

$$

$$t'_{i+1} = t'_i + \Delta t \quad (2)$$

III. PROPOSED METHOD TO DETECTING CLOCK SKEW REPLICATION ATTACK

According to (1) and (2), there exists a pattern on the timestamps collection at $M$ due to the one tick difference of scale $k$. Since the offsets on the scatter diagram represent "$M$’s timestamp - $A$’s timestamp", the lessened tick with magnitude of $k$ on $A$’s timestamp will cause the offset jump up or down $k$. Catching a glimpse on the scatter diagram, the effect by $k$ is not obvious there are also similar jumps that are caused by transmission delay. However, since $A$ has to reduce tick into the timestamps on a fixed interval to make a stable skew, $M$ can spot regular jumps which are totally different comparing with random outliers.

By detecting the time $A$ having attack that is indicated by the occurrence of jumps on the scatter diagram, $M$ can separate $A$’s real timestamps from the timestamps that is addressed for replicating $T$’s skew. Hence, $M$ can recover $A$’s clock skew, and therefore, $M$ can thwart $A$’s attack to keep the system save. The detail of the clock skew replication attack filter can be found in Algorithm 1. Some parameters used in this algorithm are: $O$ is set of all offsets between $A$ and $M$; $m$ is the threshold set for the maximum offset, or the clock resolution used; LargerDelay is used to store index of the offset-set that is higher than $m$; JumpPoint is used to store index of the offset-set that is categorized as the position the attack occurs; meanwhile $idx$ is index for the LargerDelay and JumpPoint. From lines 3 to 6, Algorithm 1 records into LargerDelay matrix the position in which $A$ is indicated to do attack. Since LargerDelay can be full filed by the position of $A$’s attack and also outliers, Algorithm 1 then separating the
Algorithm 1 Clock skew replication attack filter

Require: \( O, m \)

1: LargerDelay = null
2: JumpPoint = null
3: for \( i = 1; i \leq O\.length; i + + \) do
4:  if \( \text{The Absolute value of} \ (O_{i+1} - O_i) \geq m \) then
5:     Recording \((i + 1)\) to LargerDelay
6:  end if
7: end for
8: for all idx ∈ LargerDelay do
9:     Finding each continuous \( idx \) and then grouping them as \([\text{first idx}, \text{last idx}]\)
10:    if \( \text{first idx} == \text{last idx} \) then
11:       Recording \( idx \) to JumpPoint
12:    end if
13: end for
14: for all idx ∈ JumpPoint do
15:     \( O_{\text{temp}} = O_{idx} - O_{idx-1} \)
16:     for \( j = idx; j \leq \text{JumpPoint\.length}; j + + \) do
17:       \( O_j = O_j - O_{\text{temp}} \)
18:     end for
19: end for

The position of A’s attack indicated by a non-consecutive index in LargerDelay, in which the result is stored to JumpPoint matrix (Lines 8 to 13). Finally, code from line 14 to 19 rebuilds \( O \) by removing the effect of A’s attack. Since now \( O \) no longer contains the timestamps manipulation effect by A, when we estimating the clock skew of \( O \), the result will be just the clock skew of A to M. Therefore, M can identify that A trying to obtain an illegal access to M.

IV. Evaluation Results

Two kinds of experiments are conducted to evaluated the proposed method. A notebook with dual operating systems, Ubuntu 14.04 and Windows 7, was used as A; And a PC with Ubuntu 14.04 operating system plays the role of M.

A. Experiments of Clock Skew Replication

At first, we evaluated the clock skew replication attack method on the 15.6 ms clock resolution. We set the attacker in Windows operating system with default 15.6 ms clock resolution. As the based of the evaluation, Fig. 1 shows the scatter diagram of offsets with the original clock skew \( s_{\text{AM}} \). The red line in Fig. 1 is obtained by running the linear programming algorithm [5]. The slope of this line, or the clock skew, is -15.5 ppm.

Three skew values: -215.5 ppm, -35.5 ppm, and -18.5 ppm are the target to be replicated. To reach these targets, on each attack, the attacker has to increase its speed in the amount of 200 ppm, 20 ppm, and 3 ppm respectively. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the scatter diagram offsets that are obtained when the attacker tried to fake the -215.5 ppm skew target. The measured clock skew in this attack is -215.79 ppm.

From Fig. 2 we can also observe that the densest part of the offsets on the scatter diagram is broken up due to the presence of jump points. Furthermore, we found that the magnitude of each jump is nearly 15.6 ms, or it is close to the value of the clock resolution used by the attacker.

Similarly, we repeated experiments in 1 ms time resolution. Fig. 3 shows the result when A tries to imitate the -215.5 ppm skew. An accurate replication attack is observed with only 0.67 ppm error.

Table I details the results of all the above experiments. Some notations used here are: W for Windows, L for Ubuntu 14.04, 15m for the 15 ms time resolution used by the attacker, 1m for the 1 ms, \( 1\mu \) for the 1 \( \mu\)s, 200p for the condition when attacker trying to add 200 ppm in its original skew, 20p when the attacker trying to add 20 ppm, and 3p when the attacker
trying to add 3 ppm. It is obvious from Table I that even when the notebook attacker using Windows (1 ms resolution) or Linux (1 µs resolution), its replication attacks are finish with accurate results (all the errors are lower than 1 ppm).

The period the jump point occurs on 15.6 ms and 1 ms resolutions are different. By observing Figs. 4 and 5 more detail, we can find that the jump point occurs every 78 seconds and 5 seconds for the 15.6 ms and 1 ms resolutions respectively. The longer the measurement the more the jump point will occur. Hence, to obtain information about the relation between the number of jump point with the skew to be faked, we tried to arrange the length of the measurement, from 30 seconds into maximum 1000 seconds, and to try any possible skew values to be imitated.

### B. Experiments of Filtering the Replication Attack

As the jump point phenomenon only occurs on Windows with millisecond clock resolutions, we evaluated the proposed clock skew replication filter only for the 15.6 ms and 1 ms clock resolutions. With similar notations as used in Table I, Table II summarizes all the filtering results. On all the experiment combinations, the clock skew replication filter only for the 15.6 ms and 1 ms resolutions, we evaluated the proposed method. Although the proposed method may become ineffective to devices with 1 µs or higher resolutions, it provides a hint on designing clock skew measuring scheme.
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